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Abstract
In a scheduling problem with controllable processing times the job processing time can be compressed
through incurring an additional cost. We consider the identical parallel machines max ﬂow time
minimization problem with controllable processing times. We address the preemptive and non-pre-
emptive version of the problem. For the preemptive case, a linear programming formulation is pre-
sented which solves the problem optimally in polynomial time. For the non-preemptive problem it is
shown that the First In First Out (FIFO) heuristic has a tight worst-case performance of 3 2=m,
when jobs processing times and costs are set as in some optimal preemptive schedule.
Keywords: Scheduling, controllable processing times, parallel machines, approximation algorithms.
1. Introduction
Motivation. The m-machine scheduling problem is one of the most widely-studied
problems in computer science, with an almost limitless number of variants (see [3]
for a survey). The most common objective function is the makespan, which is the
length of the schedule, or equivalently the time when the last job is completed.
This objective function formalizes the viewpoint of the owner of the machines. If
the makespan is small, the utilization of his machines is high; this captures the
situation when the beneﬁts of the owner are proportional to the work done. If we
turn our attention to the viewpoint of a user, the time it takes to ﬁnish individual
jobs may be more important; this is especially true in interactive environments.
Thus, if many jobs that are released early are postponed at the end of the sche-
dule, it is unacceptable to the user of the system even if the makespan is optimal.
For that reason other objective functions are studied. With this aim, a well-studied
objective function is the total ﬂow time [1, 12, 16]. The ﬂow time of a job is the time
the job is in the system, i.e., the completion time minus the time when it becomes
ﬁrst available. The above mentioned objective function is the sum of these values
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over all jobs. The Shortest Remaining Processing Times (SRPT) heuristic produces
a schedule with optimum total ﬂow time (see [11]) when there is a single processor.
Unfortunately, this heuristic has the well-known drawback that it leads to star-
vation. That is, some jobs may be delayed to an unbounded extent. Inducing
starvation is an inherent property of the total ﬂow time metric. In particular, there
exists inputs where any optimal schedule for total ﬂow time forces the starvation of
some job (see Lemma 2.1 in [2]). This property is undesirable.
From the discussion above, it is natural to conclude that in order to avoid star-
vation, one should bound the ﬂow time of each job. This motivates the study of
the minimization of the maximum ﬂow time.
Most classical scheduling models assume ﬁxed processing times for the jobs.
However, in real-life applications the processing time of a job often depends on
the amount of resources such as facilities, manpower, funds, etc. allocated to it,
and so the processing time can be reduced when additional resources are given to
the job. This speed up of the processing time of a job comes at a certain cost. A
scheduling problem in which the processing times of the jobs can be reduced at
some expense is called a scheduling problem with controllable processing times.
Scheduling problems with controllable processing times have gained importance
in scheduling research since the pioneering works of Vickson [24, 25]. For a survey
of this area until 1990, the reader is referred to [20]. Recent results include [4, 5, 9,
10, 17, 19, 22, 23].
Problem Deﬁnition. We address the following scheduling problem. We have a set
J of n jobs, J ¼ J1; . . . ; Jnf g, and m identical machines M ¼ M1; . . . ;Mmf g. Each
job Jj must be processed in an uninterrupted fashion on one of the machines, each
of which can process at most one job at a time. We will also consider the pre-
emptive case, in which a job may be interrupted on one machine and continued
later (possibly on another machine) without penalty. Job Jj (j ¼ 1; . . . ; n) is re-
leased at time rj  0 and cannot start processing before that time.
The processing time of job Jj lies in an interval ½‘j; uj (with 0  ‘j  uj). For each
job Jj we have to choose a machine lj 2 M , and dj 2 ½0; 1 and get then processing
time and cost that depend linearly on dj:
pjðdjÞ ¼ dj‘j þ ð1 djÞuj;
cjðdjÞ ¼ djcj:
We refer dj as the compression level of job Jj, since the processing time pjðdjÞ of Jj
decreases by increasing dj.
Solving a non-preemptive scheduling problem with controllable processing times
amounts to specifying an assignment, l ¼ ðl1; l2; . . . ; lnÞ, of jobs to machines
(where lj 2 M is the machine job Jj is assigned to), and a selection of the com-
pression levels, d ¼ ðd1; d2; . . . ; dnÞ, that deﬁnes jobs processing times pjðdjÞ and
costs cjðdjÞ. The total cost CðdÞ of d is deﬁned as CðdÞ ¼
Pn
j¼1 cjðdjÞ. We denote
the completion time of job Jj in a schedule S by Esj or Ej, if no confusion is
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possible. The ﬂow time of job Jj is deﬁned as Fj ¼ Ej  rj, and the maximum ﬂow
time Fmax is maxj¼1;...;n Fj. We seek to minimize the maximum ﬂow time when the
total cost is constrained to be at most j, i.e., CðdÞ  j, for some given value j > 0.
According to Graham et al. [7], we denote the preemptive and non-preemptive
version of the described problem by P jpmtn; rj; contr;CðdÞ  jjFmax and
P jrj; contr;CðdÞ  jjFmax, respectively.
Known Results. Problem P jrj; contr;CðdÞ  jjFmax is strongly NP-hard [6] since
the special case with ﬁxed processing times and identical release dates (i.e. the
makespan minimization problem) is strongly NP-hard [15]: The practical
importance of NP–hard problems necessitates tractable relaxations. A very
fruitful approach has been to relax the notion of optimality and settle for near–
optimal solutions. A near–optimal solution is one whose objective function value
is within some small multiplicative ‘‘1’’ factor of the optimal value. Approximation
algorithms are heuristics that in polynomial time provide provably good guar-
antees on the quality of the solutions they return. The book on approximation
algorithms edited by Hochbaum [8] gives a good glimpse of the current knowledge
on the subject.
When preemption is allowed and processing times are ﬁxed, we observe that there
are polynomial-time oﬀ-line algorithms for ﬁnding optimal preemptive solutions:
these are obtained by adapting the approaches proposed in [13, 14] for the pre-
emptive parallel machines problems with release times and deadlines. In [13, 14]
the objective function is the minimization of the maximum lateness
Lmax ¼ max Lj, where Lj is the lateness of job Jj, that is the completion time of Jj
minus the its deadline (the time by which job Jj must be completed). We can use
the algorithms in [13, 14] for the preemptive maximum ﬂow time minimization by
setting the deadline of each job equal to its release time.
When processing times are ﬁxed and preemption is not allowed, to the best of our
knowledge, the only known result about the non-preemptive max ﬂow time
scheduling problem is due to Bender et al. [2]. They address the on-line non-
preemptive problem with identical parallel machines (in the notation of Graham
et al. [7], this problem is noted P jon-line; rjjFmax). In [2] they claim that the First In
First Out (FIFO) heuristic (that is, scheduling jobs in the order they arrive to the
ﬁrst available machine) is a ð3 2=mÞ-competitive algorithm. They also claim a
fully polynomial time approximation schemes when preemption is allowed (this
works also for the max stretch minimization problem).
When processing times are controllable the only known results are about the
makespan model. Nowicki and Zdrzalka [21] consider the preemptive scheduling
of m identical parallel machines. They provide a Oðn2Þ greedy algorithm which
generates the set of Pareto-optimal points. When preemption is not allowed and
the machines are not identical, Trick [23] gave a polynomial time 2.618-approx-
imation algorithm (i.e., an algorithm that returns a solution whose value is within
2.618 times the optimal value) to minimize a weighted sum of the cost and the
makespan. The latter result was improved by Shmoys and Tardos [22] by pro-
viding a polynomial time 2-approximation algorithm.
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New Results. We consider the preemptive and non-preemptive max ﬂow time
minimization problems with controllable processing times, i.e.
P jpmtn; rj; contr;CðdÞ  jjFmax and P jrj; contr;CðdÞ  jjFmax. In Section 2 we
observe that the preemptive problem P jpmtn; rj; contr;CðdÞ  jjFmax is polyno-
mially solvable (and hence it is polynomially solvable also the special case with
ﬁxed processing times addressed in [2]). A polynomial time algorithm may work
as follows. First consider the following problem: Given some threshold value /,
compute, if it exists, a schedule that minimizes the total cost when the max ﬂow
time is constrained to be at most /. This problem may be reduced to a linear
program. Then, apply binary search on diﬀerent /-values, and return the solution
with minimum max ﬂow time and cost at most j.
In Section 3 we address the non-preemptive problem P jrj; contr;CðdÞ  jjFmax.
We show that a solution with cost at most j and max ﬂow within factor ð3 2=mÞ
of the optimal value may be obtained by using FIFO, when jobs processing times
and costs set as in some optimal preemptive schedule. We prove that this bound is
asymptotically tight.
2 The Preemptive Problem
The goal of this section is to ﬁnd a preemptive schedule on m identical machines
with minimum max ﬂow time and total cost at most j. We adopt and extend some
ideas presented in [14] for the preemptive parallel machines problem with release
times, deadlines and ﬁxed processing times.
The proposed algorithm is sketched below. We ﬁrst consider the following
problem: Given some threshold value /, compute, if it exists, a schedule that
minimizes the total cost when the max ﬂow time is constrained to be at most /,
i.e., Fmax  /. This problem may be reduced to a linear program. Then, we apply
binary search on diﬀerent /-values, and return the solution with minimum max
ﬂow time and cost at most j.
2.1 Linear Programming
We start observing that the max ﬂow time is at most / if and only if
Ej  d/j :¼ rj þ / for all j ¼ 1; . . . ; n.
Thus, all jobs Jj must ﬁnish before the deadline d
/
j and cannot start before the
release time rj, i.e., each job Jj must be processed in an interval ½rj; d/j  associated
with Jj. We call these intervals time windows.
Next we address the problem of ﬁnding a preemptive schedule for jobs Jj
(j ¼ 1; . . . ; n) on m identical machines such that all jobs Jj are processed within
their time windows ½rj; d/j  and the total cost is minimized. This problem may be
reduced to a linear programming constructed as follows.
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Let
z1 < z2 < . . . < zwþ1
be the ordered sequence of all diﬀerent rj values and d
/
j values. Consider the
intervals
Iv :¼ ½zv; zvþ1 of length Zv ¼ zvþ1  zv for v ¼ 1; . . . ;w:
























ðxðvÞij ‘j þ yðvÞij ujÞ  Zv j ¼ 1; . . . ; n; v ¼ 1; . . . ;w;
ðDÞ xðvÞij ; yðvÞij  0 j ¼ 1; . . . ; n; i ¼ 1; . . . ;m;
v ¼ 1; . . . ;w;
ðEÞ xðvÞij ¼ yðvÞij ¼ 0 j ¼ 1; . . . ; n; i ¼ 1; . . . ;m;
v ¼ 1; . . . ;w; zv < rj; d/j  zv:
ð1Þ
Note that xðvÞij ‘j þ yðvÞij uj denotes the total amount of time that machine Mi spends
on job Jj in time period Iv (therefore x
ðvÞ
ij represents the compression level of job Jj
in time interval Iv when processed by machine Mi). The ﬁrst set ðAÞ of constraints
ensures that every job gets assigned to some machines and time windows. The
second set ðBÞ guarantees that the total load on each machine and for each time
window is at most the interval length. The third set ðCÞ says that at each time
window the total time spent processing one job is at most the interval length (this
is a necessary condition to avoid overlapping). Finally, set ðEÞ ensures that no job
starts processing before its release date and ends later its deadline d/j .
If there exists a feasible solution of the linear program (1) then there exists a
preemptive schedule respecting all time windows. In this case the processing time










xðvÞij cj ¼ djcj; ð3Þ
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ij , by the ﬁrst set ðAÞ of constraints of (1). Moreover, the






ðxðvÞij ‘j þ yðvÞij ujÞ  mZv: ð4Þ




ðxðvÞij ‘j þ yðvÞij ujÞ  Zv: ð5Þ
A feasible solution for the preemptive scheduling problem with time windows is
constructed by scheduling partial jobs Jjv with processing timesPm
i¼1ðxðvÞij ‘j þ yðvÞij ujÞ in the intervals Iv on m identical machines. For each interval
Iv, this is essentially the preemptive makespan minimization of the identical
parallel machines scheduling problem, which has a solution with total length at
most Zv because of (4) and (5). (A schedule meeting this bound can be constructed
in linear time by using McNaughton’s rule [18]: ﬁll the machines successively,
scheduling the jobs in any order and splitting jobs into two parts whenever the
above time bound Zv is met. Schedule the second part of a preempted job on the
next machine at the beginning of interval Iv. Because of (5) for all Jj, the two parts
of preempted job do not overlap.)
2.2 Binary Search
A solution with minimum max ﬂow and cost at most j can be computed by
embedding the algorithm described in the previous subsection within a binary
search procedure. Assume, without loss of generality, that the input instance has
integral data. Clearly, the value of the optimal ﬂow time is in the interval
½0; numax, where umax ¼ maxj uj. Thus we can use UB :¼ 0 and LB :¼ numax as
initial upper and lower bounds, respectively, for the binary search; in each iter-
ation the algorithm performs the following steps:
a) it uses the linear program (1) to ﬁnd a schedule of minimum cost and max ﬂow
time at most the value /, where / ¼ ðLBþ UBÞ=2 (if a solution of max ﬂow
time / exists);
b) if there exists a feasible solution and the total cost is not greater than j; then
update the upper bound UB to /, otherwise update the lower bound LB to
/ þ 1.
The algorithm terminates when LB ¼ UB, and outputs the best schedule found. A
straightforward proof by induction shows that, throughout the execution of the
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binary search, the LB value is never greater than the optimal max ﬂow value when
the cost is constrained to be at most j. After OðlogðnumaxÞÞ iterations the search
converges. The resulting algorithm is polynomial in the binary encoding of the
input size.
We conclude that problem P jpmtn; rj; contr;CðdÞ  jjFmax is polynomially solv-
able.
3 The Non-Preemptive Problem
In this section we present an approximation algorithm for minimizing the max
ﬂow time when preemption is not allowed. The algorithm is as follows. First,
jobs processing times and costs are set as in some optimal preemptive schedule
SOLp (see (2) and (3) of Section 2.1). Then, jobs are scheduled according to
FIFO heuristic (that is, scheduling jobs in the order they are released to the ﬁrst
available machine). The analysis shows that the proposed algorithm is fairly
good, and it comes within the same bound as when processing times are ﬁxed
[2].
Theorem 1 When jobs processing times and costs are set as in some optimal pre-
emptive schedule, FIFO returns a ð3 2=mÞ-approximate solution for problem
P jrj; contr;CðdÞ  jjFmax.
Proof. Assuming, without loss of generality, that jobs are renumbered such that
r1  r2  . . .  rn holds, then jobs J1; J2; . . . ; Jn are assigned in this order to the
ﬁrst available (i.e. idle) machine. Consider the schedule SOL returned by FIFO
and let Fmax denote the maximum ﬂow time of SOL. Denote by p1; . . . ; pn and
c1; . . . ; cn the jobs processing times and costs, respectively, when they are set as in
some optimal preemptive schedule SOLp (see (2) and (3) of Section 2.1). Note that
the total cost is bounded by j by construction, i.e.,
P
j cj  j. Let F pmax and F max
denote the optimal preemptive and the optimal non-preemptive solution values,
respectively.
Let Jf be a job that attains the maximum ﬂow time value, i.e. Fmax ¼ sf þ pf  rf ,
where sf is the starting time of job Jf according to SOL. Without loss of gener-
ality, we can assume that job Jf was the last job released, i.e. Jf ¼ Jn and
r1  r2  . . .  rn, since otherwise we can truncate the instance at this point and
obtain a new instance on which FIFO performs at least as badly relative to the
optimal schedule.
Let Ei (i ¼ 1; . . . ;m) denote the ending time of machine Mi. Without loss of
generality, let us assume that Jf is processed on machine M1. Since jobs are
assigned to the ﬁrst available machine, we have
Ei  sf , for i ¼ 2; . . . ;m:
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Summing this inequality over all machines Mi for i > 1, and adding sf yields
X
i>1
Ei þ sf  msf ,
and hence
sf  1m ð
Xm
i¼1
Ei  pf Þ: ð6Þ
According to SOL, let Jh be the last job that starts processing as soon as it is
released, i.e. its starting time sh is equal to rh. It is not diﬃcult to recognize that
such a job Jh always exists.
If Jh ¼ Jf then the returned solution is optimal, since Fmax ¼ sf þ pf  rf ¼
pf  F pmax  F max, and the claim is proved.
Otherwise, observe that after time rh each machine Mi (i ¼ 1; . . . ;m) has no
idle time up to its ending time Ei. This means that the sum of machines ending
times
Pm
i¼1 Ei is equal to m  rh plus the total time Th spent by machines after
time rh.
To bound Th, we ﬁrst note that at time rh there are at most m 1 jobs that are
released before time rh and that have not yet been completed. Indeed, if there
had been more jobs Jj with rj < rh at time rh, than they would have taken
priority over Jh, and Jh would not have been scheduled at time rh. Their
contribution to the value of Th is bounded by ðm 1Þpmax, where
pmax ¼ maxj pj.
The second contribution to the value of Th is given by those jobs Jj with
rh  rj  rf . Observe that these jobs in the preemptive optimal solution start not
before time rh and end not later than rf þ F pmax. It follows that the sum or their




Ei  ðm 1Þpmax þ mrh þ mðrf  rh þ F pmaxÞ;
and by inequality (6) we have
sf  1m ð
Xm
i¼1
Ei  pf Þ
¼ 1
m
ððm 1Þpmax þ mðrf þ F pmaxÞ  pf Þ





Therefore, the proposed algorithm returns a solution with max ﬂow time
Fmax ¼ sf þ pf  rf
 pmax þ rf þ F pmax 
pmax þ pf
m
þ pf  rf









Finally, we observe that the approximation ratio of the proposed algorithm is
asymptotically tight. Indeed, this follows by observing that the approximation
ratio of FIFO is asymptotically tight when processing times are ﬁxed1.
Theorem 2 The approximation ratio of FIFO is asymptotically tight.
Proof. We consider the following family of instances (see Fig. 1 for an example
with three machines). For any number of machines m, jobs are released at time
rðkÞ ¼ km, for k ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; l where l is a non-negative integer.
At time rðkÞ, for k ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; l 1, a set J1ðkÞ; . . . ; J2mðkÞ of 2m jobs are released.
Let pjðkÞ denote the processing time of the j-th job JjðkÞ released at time rðkÞ. The
processing times are as follows
 p1ðkÞ ¼ 0; if k ¼ 0;p1ðk1Þ þ p2ðk1Þ; otherwise;

 p2ðkÞ ¼ p3ðkÞ ¼ . . . ¼ pmþ1ðkÞ ¼ 1 p1ðkÞ=m;
 pmþ2ðkÞ ¼ pmþ3ðkÞ ¼ . . . ¼ p2mðkÞ ¼ m.
At time rðlÞ we submit a set J1ðlÞ; . . . ; J2ðmþ1ÞðlÞ of 2ðmþ 1Þ jobs with processing
times as follows
 p1ðlÞ ¼ 0; if l ¼ 0;p1ðl1Þ þ p2ðl1Þ; otherwise;

 p2ðlÞ ¼ p3ðlÞ ¼ . . . ¼ pmþ1ðlÞ ¼ 1 p1ðlÞ=m;
 pmþ2ðlÞ ¼ pmþ3ðlÞ ¼ . . . ¼ p2mþ1ðlÞ ¼ 1;
 p2ðmþ1ÞðlÞ ¼ m.
It is easy to check that jobs released at time rðkÞ, for k ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; l, can be
completed by time rðkÞ þ m, therefore always before new jobs are released (if any).
It follows that the optimal maximum ﬂow time is F max ¼ m.
1 In [2] it is claimed that FIFO is a ð3 2=mÞ approximation algorithm and this bound is tight.
However no proof is available in literature and we provide our own proof for completeness.
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Starting from k ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; l 1, assume, without loss of generality, that FIFO
schedules jobs according to the order J1ðkÞ; . . . ; J2mðkÞ. According to FIFO, let
CiðkÞ be the time the last job released before time rðkÞ completes on machine Mi.
Since our instances are such that all jobs released before rðkÞ can be completed by
time rðkÞ (according to some optimal oﬀ-line schedule), we deﬁne
HiðkÞ ¼ maxfCiðkÞ  rðkÞ; 0g as the overﬂow of machine Mi at time rðkÞ.
By induction, the reader should have no diﬃculty to check that for
k ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; l 1, there are m 1 machines each with overﬂow
Hið0Þ ¼ 0
Hiðk þ 1Þ ¼ 1þ HiðkÞð1 1mÞ for k ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .

Solving the previous recurrences we have that at time rðkÞ there are m 1 ma-
chines with overﬂow
HiðkÞ ¼ m mð1 1mÞ
k.
At time rðlÞ there are m 1 machines with overﬂow HðlÞ ¼ m mð1 1mÞl.
Moreover, observe that p1ðlÞ ¼ HðlÞ and all jobs but J2ðmþ1ÞðlÞ are completed at the
same time, i.e. at time
rðlÞ þ ðm 1ÞðHðlÞ þ mÞ
m
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r(1)=3 r(2)=6r(0)=0 r(3)=9 12 15+11/27
l=3 p1(k) p2(k) p3(k) p4(k) p5(k) p6(k) p7(k) p8(k)
k=0 0 1 1 1 3 3 - -
k=1 1 2/3 2/3 2/3 3 3 - -
k=2 5/3 4/9 4/9 4/9 3 3 - -
k=3 19/9 8/27 8/27 8/27 1 1 1 3
Fig. 1. An optimal schedule versus a possible FIFO schedule, for an instance with three machines
and l ¼ 3
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It follows that J2ðmþ1ÞðlÞ completes at time rðlÞ þ ðm 1Þð2 ð1 1mÞlÞ þ m and its
ﬂow time, that is also the maximum ﬂow time, is equal to 3m 2 ðm 1Þ
ð1 1mÞl. Therefore the competitive ratio is
3 2=m ð1 1
m
Þlþ1;
which converges to 3 2=m by increasing l: (
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